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Financial Modeling Mastery 
– Certification Quiz Questions 

Module 14 – Private Company, Venture Capital, and SaaS Modeling and 
Valuation 

 

1. You are advising a private Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) company in the cybersecurity space 

that is currently structured as an S-corporation (a “pass-through” entity). The company is 

highly dependent on the Founder and CEO, who wins approximately 25% of new customer 

accounts. The company’s contracts last for 2 years, with ~5% price increases upon renewal. 

 

This company is so small that it does not have real financial statements, and it uses cash 

accounting rather than accrual accounting. Its historical Profit & Loss Statement and a list of 

cash flow-related line items are shown below: 
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Based on the screenshot and the company description, which of the following CHANGES 

would you make to the financial statements if you’re preparing the company for an outside 

fundraising or sell-side M&A process? 

 

a. If the Revenue is based on cash received rather than product/service delivery, you 

will have to change the numbers so that Revenue is based on delivery, likely 

resulting in lower numbers in the earlier periods. 

 

b. If the Commissions are based on cash payouts, you must amortize them over the 2-

year average contract life and track the Commission Recognized vs. Cash 

Commissions Paid difference on the Balance Sheet. 

 

c. Some expenses, such as Payment Processing Fees and Server Infrastructure & 

Bandwidth, should be reclassified into “Cost of Sales,” and the smaller expenses 

should be shown within the G&A, R&D, and S&M categories. 

 

d. The “CEO / Founder Distributions” line item should be reallocated into standard 

expense categories on the Income Statement, such as R&D and S&M, based on how 

the CEO spends their time in different areas. 

 

e. There should be line items for Income Taxes and Net Income at the bottom so 

potential acquirers and investors can evaluate the company as if it were a traditional 

C-corporation. 

 

f. All of the above. 

 

g. Answer choices A and B. 

 

h. Answer choices A, B, and C. 

 

i. Answer choices A, B, C, and D. 

 

2. You are now completing a valuation of this same private SaaS company, including a DCF 

analysis, comparable public companies, and precedent transactions. The company has 

approximately $4 million in revenue and is still heavily dependent on its Founder and CEO. 
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The median revenue for the comparable companies and the acquired companies in the 

precedent transactions is approximately $500 million. 

 

At the same time, you are also building a valuation for a much larger SaaS company in the 

same vertical with an executive management team and revenue closer to $200 million. The 

companies in the sets of public comps and precedent transactions for this larger company 

also have median revenue in the $500 million range. 

 

Which of the following statement(s) BEST describe(s) the differences you might expect in 

these two private company valuations? 

 

a. Terminal Value would be heavily discounted (reduced by some percentage BEFORE 

discounting it to Present Value) for the $4 million company because of its high 

dependence on a key person; this discount would be minimal or nonexistent for the 

larger company. 

 

b. The Discount Rate will be significantly higher for the $4 million revenue company to 

reflect much higher risk (and higher potential returns). 

 

c. A 10-30% “illiquidity discount” should apply to the multiples from comparable public 

companies and precedent transactions in both valuations because these companies 

are both private and, therefore, much less liquid than publicly traded companies. 

 

d. It’s more important to build in multiple scenarios, such as Base, Upside, and 

Downside cases, for the $4 million revenue company because the range of potential 

outcomes is much wider; the $200 million company is more likely to continue 

growing at a steady rate. 

 

e. All of the above. 

 

f. Answer choices A and B. 

 

g. Answer choices A, B, and D. 

 

h. Answer choices C and D. 
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3. You continue advising the $200 million revenue SaaS company on a potential transaction, 

and it has received an acquisition offer from a larger public company. 

 

However, the offer includes a significant Earnout component (worth 40% of the purchase 

price) and other items common in acquisitions of private companies, such as a Working 

Capital target and a Minimum Cash requirement. The deal will also be done on a cash-free, 

debt-free basis. 

 

With the Earnout, the Purchase Enterprise Value is $2.35 billion; without the Earnout, it’s 

closer to $1.4 billion, as shown in the valuation summary below: 

 
 

The buyer has indicated that it could potentially increase the offer price, but if it does, it will 

also have to make the Earnout a higher percentage of the price. 

 

However, it is very concerned about the EPS impact of this Earnout, especially if it is paid in 

full rather than written down. 

 

Are the buyer’s concerns rational in the context of *completing this transaction*? 

 

a. No, because the Earnout payment does not appear on the Income Statement; only 

changes in the value of the associated Liability do, and write-downs are positives on 

the Income Statement. 
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b. Yes. Although the Earnout payment does not appear directly on the Income 

Statement, the additional interest expense on Debt and the foregone interest on 

Cash used to fund the earnout payment will reduce the company’s EPS. 

 

c. It depends on whether the Earnout is structured as a single payment or multiple 

payments and if there are tiers in the payout structure. 

 

d. No, because both Earnout write-downs and cash payouts will reduce the company’s 

EPS in future years, so the main issue is the total price – not the Earnout percentage. 
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